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Abstract 

Today’s world is driven by data. Every action performed consumes and emits 

data. Technological advancement in artificial intelligence and machine 

learning has made concepts like autonomous systems a reality. The 

upcoming 5G network will push this advancement to new levels. All this 

means processing of massive volumes of data in real time becomes a 

necessity for software engineering rather than a luxury. 

 

In this thesis, I intend to discuss technologies and architectures that can be 

adopted by software engineers when tackling big data challenges. I will 

discuss the publish and subscribe pattern, a messaging pattern that can be 

used to create less coupled, fault tolerant and scalable systems. I will also 

discuss the modern software development architecture of microservices as 

well as the main technologies behind it. Finally, I will present a use case that 

uses the publish and subscribe pattern together with microservice 

architecture. 
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1 Introduction 

 

In this thesis, I aim to show how we can apply the publish-subscribe pattern in 

a microservice architecture. I will focus on the Apache Kafka messaging 

system, a tool that implements the publish-subscribe pattern to produce and 

consume events and how it integrates with microservice architecture. I intend 

to look at two key features that are provided by Apache Kafka for data 

transportation, that is, producing and consuming events as well as stream 

processing. 

 

My objectives are: 

• To give a review to the publish-subscribe pattern, which messaging 

systems are built upon; 

• To give a review of microservice architecture, a key beneficiary of the 

publish-subscribe pattern; 

• To introduce Docker, an important component used in microservice 

architecture; 

• To introduce Apache Kafka as a publish and subscribe messaging tool, 

and to show how it implements, adds value and complements 

microservices architecture; 

• To provide a use case that uses both the publish and subscribe pattern 

and microservice architecture. 
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1.1 Motivation 

My motivation is drawn from emerging trends in software development 

architectures such as microservices. Overwhelming adoption of the Internet of 

Things (IoT) which, as a result, has resulted in the production and consumption 

of huge amounts of data. Advancement in the field of cloud computing. Finally, 

advancement in computer engineering, particularly in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), which has the same ripple effect as the Internet of Things. 

 

1.2 Stakeholders 

My stakeholders include system architects who are designing or intend to 

design systems using microservices architecture and who would like to 

leverage the benefits of modern messaging systems, software engineers who 

are developing or intend to develop modern global systems, data analysts 

whose task is collecting large amounts of data from different sources for 

analysis and any other parties that have interest in advancing the field of 

software development in regard to messaging systems. 
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2 Publish-subscribe pattern 

Publish-subscribe is a pattern whereby components in an architecture can send 

events to other components that have an interest in receiving such events, 

without having previous knowledge of their existence. A publish-subscribe 

system is made up of three elements, a publisher, a subscriber and an event 

notification service (Parkitny, 2006). 

 

Publishers are content providers from whom events (messages) originate. 

Subscribers in contrast are content consumers. By creating subscriptions, they 

can consume content that they have shown an interest in. Content, subscription 

storage and filtering are handled by the event notification service. Within the 

event notification service are two interfaces, subscribe() and unsubscribe() for 

adding and deleting subscriptions respectively. (Parkitny, 2006) 

 

 A subscription can either be a phrase or a predicate. Phrases are single words 

like social, politics and part or a combination of such words like social ∧ political 

∧ party. A predicate is a logical expression, for example XYZ ≤ 100. 

The content of a published event must meet this condition for it to be a potential 

event.  (Microsoft, 2017) 

 

In a system where the number of services is represented by n > 1, both 

publishers and subscribers can be represented by any or all services in the 

infrastructure. Worth noting is, a service or component in this pattern can act 

both as a publisher and subscriber. Figure 2.1 below shows a representation of 

how components interact in a publish-subscribe architecture. 
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Figure 2-1 A representation of a publish-subscribe system 

Two common paradigms are used to realize a publish-subscribe pattern. They 

are topic-based publish-subscribe and content-based publish-subscribe 

 

2.1 Topic-based publish-subscribe 

This scheme was one of the first to apply the publish-subscribe paradigm. 

Subscription in this scheme is based on topic. The event notification service 

acts as an agent that propagates events to all subscribers that have subscribed 

to a particular topic over a communication channel. This then requires the topic 

to be predetermined beforehand for the subscriptions to happen. (Parkitny, 

2006) 

 

Research in this field has enabled numerous ways of topic subscription. 

Subscribers can not only subscribe to an already existing topic, but they can 

show interest in a topic that is not available yet. Should the topic become 
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available, they can thereafter receive notifications sent to that topic.  (Parkitny, 

2006) 

 

Google Search Engine is a good example that uses this method to notify users 

of a search result should the initial search produce less or no results. Mailing 

lists and news feeds are good examples of well-known representations of a 

topic-based publish-subscribe variation implementation (Parkitny, 2006).  

Figure 2.2 below shows components in a topic-based publish subscribe and the 

flow of events. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Representation of a topic-based publish subscribe 

 

 

 

Topic subscription observes the hierarchy of topics in a topic-based variation.  

This allows publishers to define their events in topics and sub-topics. 
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Subscribers, on their part, have the option of subscribing to either a topic or 

sub-topic. Topic subscription would mean that subscribers will receive a 

notification from all topics that belong to the given topic node in the pecking 

order.  (S, 2006) 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2.3 below shows an example of hierarchy-based subscription. 

Subscriber 1 subscribes to topic Sports and will therefore receive events from 

topics Arsenal FC, Chelsea FC and Rugby. Subscriber 2 subscribes to topic 

Teams and will receive events from topics Arsenal FC and Chelsea FC. 

Subscriber 3 subscribes to topic Rugby and will receive events from that topic 

only. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 3  An example of hierarchy-based subscription 
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List-based publish subscribe and Broadcast-based publish subscribe are two 

more variations that are found in the topic-based publish subscribe pattern. 

 

2.1.1  List-based publish-subscribe 

In the List-based publish-subscribe pattern, a publisher retains a list of 

subscribers who have subscribed to its events. In the occurrence of an event, 

a notification is transmitted to each subscriber in the retained list. (Microsoft, 

2010) 

 

This list is saved in a persistent storage, for example a relational database, 

where it can be queried for event notification to take place. This, however, 

creates a point of weakness since failing to read the persistent storage results 

in the subscribers not receiving the event. (Microsoft, 2010) 

 

2.1.2  Broadcast-based publish-subscribe 

Unlike in List-based, in Broadcast-based publish-subscribe, publishers are 

unaware of the subscribers. After generation, events are broadcast by 

publishers. All subscribers will receive a copy of the event and after examining 

the event, they can pick events that they deem to be of interest. A major 

drawback of using this pattern is that subscribers can receive large amounts of 

messages that they have no interest in. (Microsoft, 2010) 

 

An example of Broadcast-based publish-subscribe pattern implementation is 

when an event is configured for peer transportation. Peer, in this case, 

represents a mesh of point-to-point node connection. An event is first published 
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and broadcast to neighboring nodes which, in turn, re-broadcast the event to 

their neighboring nodes. (Neuronesb, 2010) 

 

 

2.2 Content-based publish-subscribe 

For content-based publish-subscribe pattern, events are delivered to 

subscribers only if the events’ aspects correlate with the subscribers’ set of 

patterns. In this pattern, content plays a big role in event delivery. This gives 

the content-based scheme an edge over the Topic-based pattern, since the 

latter operates in a bound environment (topics), hence offering constrained 

expressiveness. (Parkitny, 2006) 

 

Classification of events in this variation is based on events’ properties 

themselves.  Examples of such properties can be events data structure or meta-

data. Filters that determine valid events through which subscribers can 

subscribe events can be generated by using a subscription language. Normally, 

such filters are combinations of name-value properties, basic comparison 

operations (<, ≤, =, ≥, >) and constrains (and, or, xor) for complex patterns. [3] 

Figure 2.4 below shows a representation of a content-based publish-subscribe 

pattern. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 2003) 
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Figure 2-4 Representation of a content-based publish subscribe 

2.3 Implementation issues 

Many issues are encountered when implementing the publish-subscribe 

pattern. Platforms that implement the publish-subscribe pattern have 

addressed these issues in different ways. This section examines some of these 

issues and how they can be addressed. 

 

2.3.1  Event types 

As discussed earlier, events are part and parcel of a publish-subscribe system. 

These events can either be messages or invocations. Messages, which are the 

common form in many systems, are events delivered to subscribers using 

global or universal operations, for example, the method notify(). 
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A message is made up of a header and a body. The header holds specified 

information that is decipherable by the system or meta-data concerning the 

message, which the consumer may have interest in. Examples of such 

information can be, the message source, time to live and message priority. The 

body of a message holds detailed information specified by the user, also 

referred to as payload-data. Worth noting is, by use of serialization, modern 

systems can support Java objects. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 

2003) 

 

In Object-Oriented Programming, the term invocation refers to calling a 

procedure exported by an object’s interface, also referred to as a method 

(Darby, Marc, Armaen & Curran, 2007). 

The same meaning is implied when using invocation as an event, whereby such 

events trigger the execution of definite operations of the consumers. Once the 

system establishes that all consumers have similar interface, invocations are 

ready to be processed. Systems that allow invocations together with different 

addressing patterns and semantics are normally referred to as messaging 

systems. An example of such a system will be shown later using Apache Kafka 

messaging system. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 2003) 
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2.3.2  Transmission medium 

This section deals with transmission of data from the producer to the consumer. 

The choice of transmission is determined by the architecture used, the ability 

to guarantee persistence and the reliability of the medium. The architecture of 

a transmission medium can either be centralized or distributed. 

 

In centralized architecture, the system has a central entity that stores and 

forwards events that it receives asynchronously from producers to the 

consumers. This normally happens by use of point-to-point communication. 

This approach is adopted if the system has more interest in reliability and 

consistency as opposed to throughput. Banking systems are an example of 

systems that utilize this approach. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 

2003) 

 

In a distributed architecture, the centralized entity is replaced by smart 

communication entities, which are implemented in both producers and 

consumers. The entities store and forward messages, thus making the 

communication appear asynchronous while maintaining the anonymity of 

events, a key feature in the publish-subscribe pattern. This approach makes it 

impossible to have a single point of failure and in addition, makes the 

transactions fast. Systems such as stock exchange are beneficiaries of using 

this approach. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 2003) 

 

Finally, a progressive approach is to have an event notification service as a 

distributed network of servers. Unlike the decentralized approach, complex 

requirements such as persistence, reliability and routing are passed on to 

dedicated servers. Efficient scalable algorithms are used for communication in 
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order to deliver events only to the intended servers. Load balancing is one of 

the challenges that must be addressed, since subscribers can connect to any 

node (cluster) in this network. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 2003) 
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3 Microservices 

3.1 Introduction 

Microservices is a software development style that has been obtained from 

other known and determined software development and software deployment 

concepts such as lean and agile software development, Service-Oriented 

Architecture (SOA), Continuous Delivery (CD) and Continuous Integration (CI). 

Microservices have become the latest trend in software development and many 

platforms are actively contributing to this architecture. 

 

The answer to the question, “What is a microservice?”, partly comes from the 

name itself. As the name suggests, the size of a microservice is supposed to 

be small. This definition, however, leads to more questions such as, “How small 

should a microservice be for it to be considered micro?”. Can one of the most 

commonly adopted ways of measuring a software, that is, by the Lines of Code 

(LOC) be used to answer this question? 

 

Indeed, this approach can be used to determine if a service is a microservice. 

The same, however, raises more criticism in the sense that programming 

languages have different code syntax. Some languages may use more lines of 

code to express the same functionality than others. 

  

Using problem domain is another approach that can be used to determine the 

size of the service. In this case, a service should solve not more than one 

problem domain. Still, LOC should be used to make sure the domain does not 

bloat out and thus defeat the purpose of the architecture. Even though there 

are no laid down standards, designers should keep on other factors regarding 
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size determination. (Wolf, 2016) 

 

 

To better understand what microservice architecture is, it is paramount that we 

understand existing problems that this new architecture is promising to solve. 

 

3.2 Challenges posed by monolithic applications 

 

3.2.1  Fault tolerance 

Applications which can be termed as monolithic usually have modules whose 

interdependency is very high. An aspect referred to as tight coupling. This 

dependency means that failure in one module can degrade the system and 

even, in worst case scenarios, break the system due to the cascading effect of 

the failure. This then implies that every bug fix or any new feature introduced to 

the system is then a potential breaking point for the whole system. (Aroraa, 

2017) 

 

3.2.2  Large code base 

Having a huge code base is not only difficult to maintain, since developers are 

not so willing to make changes to it, but also makes it difficult for new 

developers joining a team to become accustomed to. A huge system code base 

overburdens not only the developers, as a result decreasing their productivity, 

but also the runtime environment that it is deployed to. (Abbot Martin & Fisher, 

2015) 
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3.2.3  Maintainability 

Having the huge system developed and deployed as one package means that 

the effort of maintaining the system will be huge as well. Take an example where 

a bug has been realized and needs to be fixed. Due to the tight coupling 

mentioned above, all modules must be present when testing the fix or else the 

test will fail. This means that the whole system must be tested to ensure that 

the bug is fixed. Once the test has passed, the whole system will have to be 

redeployed and, depending on the size of the system, the whole operation 

might take hours or even days to finish. Maintaining the system therefore 

becomes complex, if the cycle must be repeated for every change applied to 

the system. The result is that the system is not updated frequently and can lead 

to other problems, such as security vulnerability. (Santis, FLorez, Nguyen & 

Rosa, 2016) 

 

3.2.4  Scalability 

In software development, scalability is the ability of a system to handle increase 

in workload with ease. (Aroraa, 2017) Scaling a monolithic application becomes 

a challenge when functionality must be scaled.  This is because a typical 

monolithic application can either scale horizontally by deploying multiple 

instances of the application or scale vertically by allocating more resources to 

the runtime. Both options are not only ineffective but costly. (Santis, FLorez, 

Nguyen & Rosa, 2016) 
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3.2.5  Technological adoption 

As discussed earlier, applying changes to a huge code base which consists of 

interdependent modules can be challenging. Even more difficult is introducing 

a new technology stack, since one must upgrade the whole system, test it to 

make sure the new technology does not break the system and deploy it in an 

environment compatible with the new technology. (Aroraa, 2017) 

Microservice architecture relies on certain concepts and technologies for it to 

address some of the above concerns. These concepts, which include service 

discovery, load-balancing, scaling and fault tolerance are not standardized, 

meaning they can differ depending on which platform they are implemented on.  

The two most common technologies that are widely used to realize 

microservice architecture are: 

• Docker Containers 

• Kubernetes 

  

3.3 Docker Containers 

A docker container is a modern concept of automating the packaging and 

deployment of software applications in containers (encapsulations) that can run 

in almost any system. Such containers are always lightweight, stand-alone and 

execute independently. This is achieved by stripping off any software or 

packages that are not required and only including everything (code, settings, 

system tools and libraries) that enables it to run by itself. (Raj, Chelladhurai & 

Vinod, 2015). An example of packaging a docker container is presented later in 

this thesis. 
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The docker concept has borrowed heavily from virtualization. However, the 

difference between full virtualization and docker is that, full virtualization (often 

referred to the use of virtual machines and abbreviated as VM) requires not 

only the resources that run the software, as mentioned above, but also a full 

quest operating system on top of which deployed applications run. Figure 3-1 

below shows a representation of full virtualization.  

If, for example, you have three software applications you want to deploy, 

frontend, backend and database, using virtualization would mean that each of 

 

Figure 3-1 : Isolated applications running on multiple Virtual machines (Norman, 

Phillip, Shah, Sunil, 2017) 
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the software will be deployed in its own separate virtual machine and every 

machine would have resources allocated to run the guest operating system. 

This, in turn, translates into more resource usage. 

Containers, however, come with all dependencies packaged and share the 

operating system kernel with other containers. (Raj, Chelladhurai & Vinod, 

2015) As shown in figure 3-2 below 

 

 

Figure 3-2  Isolated applications sharing the host OS features (Norman, Phillip; 

Shah, Sunil;, 2017) 
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As we have seen containers require less resources to deploy. This makes their 

deployment fast and simple. The main goal and the biggest advantage of 

docker containers is that they make the environment similar regardless of how 

they are deployed.  

For developers, it means that you can develop and debug your application on 

your local machine and make the production deployment on different machine, 

yet the environment in which the application will run will still be the same. 

 For production team, it means that regardless of the platform you are using to 

make the deployment, for example Kubernetes, Mesosphere or Cloud Foundry, 

not only will the result be the same, but you will not be locked down to any 

deployment platform.  
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4 Apache Kafka 

4.1 Background 

A surge in mobile and web application development has expanded the data 

landscape we experience today. All these applications consume large amounts 

of data for them to provide real insight or execute a business goal. Examples 

of such data can be web form submissions, web clicks, sensor data or meta-

data generated by the applications themselves. Upon data gathering, they 

manipulate this data and the result is more data is generated as output. 

 

 In many instances, applications producing volumes of data and the 

applications consuming it are isolated and cannot access each other. A 

mechanism is therefore needed to transport this data between these 

applications without having to re-modify an applications code on either side. 

  

How this data is transported determines the agility and responsiveness of our 

systems and organizations. Speedy transfer of data is now a requirement rather 

than a consideration. The time it takes, for example, for a system to receive a 

response determines the worthiness of that response. Systems such as fraud 

detection cannot afford to wait; otherwise their efficiency and value will be highly 

degraded or even lost. Adding fault-tolerance and scalability to this equation 

makes the challenge even more complicated. The growth of unordered, 

unbounded large-scale data-sets necessitates the adoption of new 

technologies and new development architectures. 
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Originally developed by LinkedIn and later released as an open source software 

(OSS) to Apache Software foundation, Apache Kafka is a technology that 

captures data in large scale, at real time and from multiple sources. It then feeds 

the data into a system that can either persist, analyze or transform the data and 

route it to other systems. It is, in other words, a partitioned, distributed and 

replicated publish-subscribe system. (Apache.org, 2018) 

  

As a publish-subscribe messaging system, it defers from other systems such 

as RabbitMQ and ActiveMQ, in its ability to ingest and route large amounts of 

data with high-throughput and low-latency. Its ability to read and write 

messages progressively translates to high speed message handling. (Dunning 

& Friedman, 2016) 

 

For this to be achieved, Kafka had to innovate some key features which include: 

  

Message acknowledgment: To get rid of per-message acknowledgment, 

Kafka enforces orderly acknowledgment of messages, and as a result saves 

bandwidth which can be used in actual message delivery. (Nishant, 2015) 

 

Message persistency: This sets the assumption that messages will be 

available for lengthy periods of time. Kafka allows users to set message 

retention period in a manner that almost guarantees that messages will be read 

before they are deleted. Kafka however does not offer the ability to delete a 

message manually. Messages are available until the preferred retention policy 

kick in. This policy can for example be time based or size based. (Nishant, 

2015) 
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Message replication: This refers to the duplication of messages in or across 

clusters. In addition to disk persistency, message replication also happens 

inside a cluster to avert losing data. The user can determine the number of 

replications depending on the number of nodes available or data sensitivity. 

(Nishant, 2015) 

 

Offset management: Offsets (unique numbers that identify records in a 

partition (Apache.org, 2018) ) for incoming messages are handled by Apache 

Zookeeper. Message consumers can also handle these offsets for example by 

determining which offset they would like to read next, thus offering flexibility. 

(Nishant, 2015) 

 

Distribution: Kafka is developed with a cluster-centric design that allows 

messages to be partitioned over Kafka clusters, enabling a cluster of 

consumers to consume messages without losing per-partition syntactic. Kafka 

also allows elastic growth of such clusters without incurring any downtime. 

(Nishant, 2015) 
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4.2 Kafka Components 

4.2.1  Logs and Topics 

Like a database context, the Kafka messaging system uses the commit logs 

concept to manage events, which from now on will be referred to as messages, 

in Kafka. These logs should therefore not be confused with application logs. 

Application logs are human readable output produced by systems. Kafka logs 

are read-only data structures that hold timely ordered records. A topic should 

be thought of as a database table or a directory within a filesystem. (Narkhede, 

Shapira & Palino, 2017). Figure 4-1 below shows an example of a Kafka log. 

 

Figure 4-1 Kafka Log (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

In comparison with other conventional messaging systems, records written in 

these topics are immutable, meaning it is impossible to edit any record. It is 

also not possible to manually delete any record in Kafka, regardless of whether 

they have been consumed or not. As mentioned above, Kafka only deletes 

records if they are affected by a configurable retention policy. This retention 

policy defines a way in which Kafka can make sure there is enough space for 

future record and ensure that a replay does not take too long. (Kreps, 2013) 
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There are two ways to define this policy. That is time based and key based.  

 

For time based, a flag is provided when the topic is created which indicates the 

length of time a message should be retained. This means that older messages 

whose retention time has elapsed will be deleted even if they are not consumed. 

This policy is used for messages whose value, after a given time, has 

diminished or has become inconsequential.  

 

For space based, a similar flag is provided which, when set to compact, Kafka 

will use log compaction to delete older messages. If a topic is log compacted, 

Kafka retains only the last message that has a particular primary key in a topic 

(Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017; Kreps, 2013) 

 

4.2.2  Partitions and Consumer Groups 

Kafka has implemented quality attributes like those found in Microservice 

architecture. It therefore means that Kafka can scale with ease and is fault 

tolerant. It has achieved this by splitting a log (topic) into multiple partitions, 

each being an append-only and fully ordered log. Kafka, however, cannot 

guarantee that messages written to partitions will be timely-ordered across the 

entire topic but only within the given partition. (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 

2017). Figure 4-2 2 below shows the concept of partitions. 
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Figure 4-2 2 Consumer-group reading from a topic (Narkhede;Shapira ;& 

Palino, 2017) 

 

By having partitions, it makes it possible to scale horizontally and allows parallel 

consumption of messages. This can be achieved by having at least the same 

number of consumers as the number of partitions in the topic. In this case, each 

consumer will read messages from a single partition. Having more consumers 

than the number of partitions, however, can lead to some consumers being idle 

and is therefore discouraged. (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

 In ordinary scenarios, a message should be consumed once and, therefore, to 

avoid a message being consumed by more than one consumer (unless that is 

the desired intention), consumer groups are used.  

Consumer groups ensure that each partition is consumed by only one member 

in that group. Every consumer must therefore belong to a consumer group and 

that consumer is mapped to one or more partitions in the topic. In general, Kafka 

will ensure that a message is delivered to at least one consumer group 

(Narkhede;Shapira ;& Palino, 2017).  Figure 4.3 below shows the relationship 

between partitions and consumer groups. 
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Figure 4-3  partitions and consumer groups assignment (Narkhede;Shapira ;& 

Palino, 2017) 

 

Two key factors to consider when deciding the number of partitions to allocate 

a topic are throughput and resources. Even though increasing the number of 

partitions will result in higher throughput, too many partitions can have negative 

implications. 

 

Increasing the number of partitions translates into more file handler operations 

for the cluster and as such, can be expensive for the system. It can also lead 

to low availability if, for example, there is a failure and a new partition leader 

needs to be elected.  Having many partitions would require more memory and, 
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finally, it might increase end-to-end latency. (Rao, 2015) 

  

 

4.2.3  Replication 

Apache Kafka defines itself as “a distributed, partitioned, replicated commit log 

service”. Replication is added into Kafka to guarantee stronger durability and 

high availability, which ensure that messages written to Kafka will be available 

for consumption even if a node suffers inevitable failure (Apache.org, 2018). 

As discussed earlier, messages in Kafka are stored in topics. Each of the topics 

can have more than one partitions which, in turn, can have multiple replicas. 

These replicas are stored in brokers and they can range from hundreds to 

thousands (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017). 

 

Replicas are made of two types, leader replica and follower replica. The leader 

replica acts as head of the replication and, thus, all read and write requests go 

through it to ensure consistency. This, therefore, means that every partition has 

a replica that acts as the leader. Such a replica is considered to be the preferred 

leader if it was the assigned leader when the topic was created.  Any other 

replica in a partition that is not a leader is a follower replica. Unlike the leader, 

followers do not handle requests. Their main purpose is to make sure they are 

in sync with the leader replica by replicating its messages. In the event that the 

leader replica is not available, one of the followers is promoted and becomes 

the new leader of the given partition. (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

 

Due to reasons such as network congestion or broker failure, follower replicas 
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might not be able to stay in sync with the leader. When this happens, the 

follower sends a GET request containing the ordered offsets of the messages 

they would like to receive from the leader which, in turn, responds with the 

messages. For example, a follower can send a GET request for offsets 1,2 and 

3. They cannot send a request for offset 4 until they have received offset 3. 

When a leader receives a request for offset 4, it knows the follower has all the 

messages until offset 3. This way a leader can tell how far a follower is.  

 

The leader gives a follower a default grace period of 10 seconds (this time 

interval can be configured during topic creation), to either request for new 

messages or catch up with the latest messages, after which, the follower is 

considered out of sync. However, if a follower replica is constantly asking for 

the latest messages, that replica is considered to be in sync and is referred to 

an ISR (In Sync Replica). A follower which is out of sync cannot be promoted 

as a leader in case there is a failure since it does not have all the messages. 

Only ISR can be promoted to be a leader. (Neha, Hands-free Kafka Replication, 

2015) (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

Figure 4.4 below shows how a topic can have many partitions and how they are 

replicated inside a Kafka cluster. 
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Figure 4-4 Replication of partitions in Kafka  (Narkhede;Shapira ;& 

Palino, 2017) 
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5 Stream Processing 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section, I will discuss what stream processing is, how it is implemented 

by other frameworks and, finally, how to implement it using Apache Kafka in a 

microservice architecture. 

 

The Internet has greatly facilitated the flow of data. Unlike in the past where 

humans used to enter data into machines, now machines feed data to each 

other. Today, there are many sources of such data.  Examples of such sources 

include, application logs, bank card transactions, network traffic, data collected 

from sensors, data generated from browsers and market stock trading. 

(Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

 

Great advancement in science and technology has led to the size of this data 

growing exponentially. With such amounts of data, two properties emerge. First, 

not all data emitted from systems or devices needs to be persisted be it in a 

database or in file systems. Some of this data is processed on the fly and only 

the outcome of this processing is persisted.  Secondly, such data will always be 

ever growing. The question then becomes; How do you deal with data which is 

unbound, meaning you do not want to persist it but you want to process it? This 

question goes ahead to form the definition of stream processing. Stream 

processing is the processing of data (also referred to as events) that may be 

generated continuously, precisely as they are being produced (near-real time). 

(Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017; Namiot, 2015) 
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Stream processing can incorporate many aspects. Applications that perform 

stream processing often processes data by transforming the data, aggregating 

the data, enriching the data and monitoring the data (often used for detecting 

anomalies and alerting) among others. (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

 

Depending on the challenge at hand, many platforms that make stream 

processing easy are available. Some of these platforms include Apache Spark, 

Apache Storm, Spark streaming, Apache Flink, Apache Samza, Apache Apex 

and Kafka Streams. (Mariam John, 2018)  

 

Two notable points that differentiate these platforms from each other are mode 

of processing data and clustering. 

 

5.1.1  Mode of processing data 

Some of these platforms perform micro-batching while others perform near-real 

time data processing. In micro-batching, events are received in a given time 

interval, often milliseconds, and are batched and processed together. Apache 

spark is an example of a platforms that performs micro-batching (Gulati & 

Kumar, 2017). Other platforms, such as Kafka Stream, can process every event 

they receive without batching (Namiot, 2015) 

 

5.1.2  Clustering 

Some platforms require clusters to be set while other frameworks can run from 

normal binaries. The architectural design of frameworks like Apache Flink is 

clustered. The performance of clustered versus non-clustered platforms do not 
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differ greatly. While properties like fault tolerance and scalability are addressed 

by some platforms, other platforms leave this responsibility on software 

engineers to manage. (Neha, Apache-flink-apache-kafka-streams-comparison-

guideline-users, 2018) 

 

The advantage that non-clustered platforms offer include the ability to be 

deployed in any environment that a service can run on. This fits well with 

microservice architecture, because it means data streaming applications can 

even be deployed inside docker containers and be managed by docker 

orchestrating frameworks such as Kubernetes, Mesosphere and Cloud 

Foundry. Apache Kafka Stream is one such framework. 

 

 

5.2 Development environment 

This section focuses on setting up the environment upon which Apache Kafka 

Stream will be deployed. Since it will be deployed as a microservice, meaning 

it will have all the properties of a microservice application, Kubernetes will be 

the platform for the deployment. 

 

5.2.1  Kubernetes 

Kubernetes is a portable, extensible open-source platform for managing 

containerized workloads and services, which facilitates both declarative 

configuration and automation. (Kubernetes, 2018) 

 

Developed by Google and later Open Sourced after joining Cloud Native 
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Computing Foundation , Kubernetes is a tool that coordinates the scheduling, 

deployment and management of applications using docker containers in a given 

infrastructure. (Kubernetes, 2018) 

 

Kubernetes has many components and features. Below, I will discuss the main 

features that relate to this writing.  

 

5.2.1.1  Nodes  

In Kubernetes, a node is a depiction of a single standalone machine. Such a 

machine can be a physical machine, for example running in a data center or a 

virtual machine running in a cloud instance. A node is equipped with required 

resources to run pods. Each node in Kubernetes has components that include 

kubelet, kube-proxy and container runtime, that are responsible for sustaining 

pods as well as offer the needed runtime environment like Docker. (Kubernetes, 

2018) 

 

Nodes that host pods are called worker nodes. Worker nodes in Kubernetes 

are managed by a master node, often referred to as Kubernetes master. 

Kubernetes master acts as the control plane by scheduling pods to worker 

nodes among others tasks. (Kubernetes, 2018) 

 

5.2.1.2  Pods  

In Kubernetes, Docker containers do not run precisely. They are wrapped in a 

context called a pod, which then becomes the smallest deployable unit 

regulated by Kubernetes.  A pod can also be termed a collection of one or more 

Docker containers deployed at the same time.  
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To achieve fault tolerance, Kubernetes has a concept of replication. This means 

that if, for example, a pod becomes overloaded by requests or its resource 

usage like CPU or memory becomes too high, Kubernetes can be configured 

to start a new copy of the pod (often referred to as replicas) to ease the burden 

and to destroy the replicas if need be. Important to note is that Pods that die or 

are killed are not resurrected, new ones are started instead. This makes pods 

and any other resources related to the pod (IP for example) ephemeral 

(Kubernetes, 2018) 

 

If there are more than one container in a pod, meaning the replication value is 

greater than one, these containers share network resources like IP address and 

port. Containers inside a pod, therefore, can communicate with each other just 

as if they were running in the same machine. They can for example use 

localhost to reach each other. In addition to network resources, pods also share 

application storage via shared volumes. (Kubernetes, 2018) 

 

5.2.1.3  Service discovery and load balancing  

Kubernetes documentation describes a service as “an abstraction which 

defines a logical set of Pods and a policy by which to access them - 

sometimes called a micro-service” (Kubernetes, 2018). This abstraction offers 

coupling in the sense that clients who want to access a resource exposed by a 

replicated pod do not have to worry which pod will serve their request. It also 

makes it possible to perform upgrades and rollbacks. A client also does not 

have to keep track of what is happening behind the service. By using load 

balancing, Kubernetes can ensure that traffic received by a service is 

distributed among available pod replicas. (Kubernetes, 2018) 
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5.2.1.4  Volumes  

Data inside a container is meant to be short-lived. This means that when a 

container is killed or dies, the data inside that container is lost. It is not in all 

circumstances that the data is meant to be lost. For example, if a pod (meaning 

a container or group of containers) dies, Kubernetes will try to restart it and if 

recoverable, the application will be running in a new pod. If you desire that the 

new pod (container) contain the same data as the previous container, 

Kubernetes offers you an abstraction known as volumes that can be used to 

preserve data in between pods. However, it is worth noting that when a pod 

stops existing, for example by being deleted, the volume life-cycle comes to an 

end and will be deleted as well. (Kubernetes, 2018) 
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5.3 Kafka stream processing  

In this chapter, I will implement a simple event-based Kafka-stream application, 

deploy it onto Kubernetes and explore the usage. The application will be 

developed using Java language and Spring-boot and everything will be done 

locally. 

 

5.4 The problem 

Suppose we have a company that has attached proximity sensors onto their 

equipment. These sensors receive measurement of distance of any nearby 

object close to them. Suppose that you have five proximity sensors deployed 

and each of these sensors will record and transmit its own measurement at 

milliseconds interval.  

 

Suppose that these sensors transmit a measurement event every 10th 

millisecond, 100 measurements will be transmitted every second. The collected 

data, as important as it is may not be so useful in the current state. Out of all 

these data, what would be most interesting is the highest and/or lowest 

measurement and the average measurement obtained from each sensor after 

a given period. Each of the sensors will transmit data, as shown in figure 5-1 

while the desired data will be as shown in figure 5-2   
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{ 

"sensorId": "PS004X", 

"timestamp": 1547894620423, 

"measurement": 0.9244022134449353 

} 

Figure 5-1  Sample data emitted by sensor 

 

 

{ 

"sensorId": "PS0111101L", 

"mesurementsCount": 105, 

       "sumMesurements": 100.67575389629188, 

"minMesurements": 0.1671658059527984, 

"maxMesurements": 1.0607803244879537, 

"avgMesurements": 0.9588167037742084 

} 

 

Figure 5-2  Desired aggregated sensor data 
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5.5 The solution 

Our solution will include the above-mentioned technologies. They are Kafka, 

Docker and Kubernetes. Kafka will be used to collect data from all sensors. This 

can, for example, be achieved by using gateways i.e. the gateway receives data 

from the sensors and sends the respective data to Kafka. All sensor data will 

be placed in one Kafka topic. As we shall see later, respective sensor data is 

stored in its own topic partition. This, in addition to maintaining order, makes 

the system scalable and makes it possible to consume data from a particular 

sensor with ease. Docker is used to package the stream application. This gives 

the application all docker benefits as discussed in 3.3. Kubernetes is the 

platform in which our application will be deployed. 

 

 

5.5.1 The Architecture 

To simulate the sensors, the gateway will, after a fixed time interval, pick a 

random id, representing the sensor id, generate data as it would have received 

from the sensor. The structure of this data is shown in figure 5-1. This is close 

to real life, since sensors cannot send data directly to Kafka. In order to 

generate realistic data, the measurement value is obtained by generating a 

value whose log-normal distribution has a standard deviation of 0.25 and a 

mean value of 1. Figure 5-3 below shows what the architecture will be like. 
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Figure 5-3  Overall architecture to the solution 

 

In this scenario, the gateway application will send the data to Kafka just as it 

receives it. The gateway will not be all dumb about the data it receives. In 

particular, it will be aware of the sensor it receives data from by extracting the 

sensor id from the data it receives. Data from each sensor will be placed in its 

own partition. This is achieved easily by the architecture provided by Kafka.  

 

 

In Kafka, every message (data sent or consumed in Kafka) is a key value pair 

(Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017). For data to be written to a specific partition, 

a key must be provided. A hash is then generated from this key, whose modulo 

then determines the partition in which that event will be written to. If no key is 

provided, Kafka uses round-robin to determine the partition in which the event 

will be written. It is worth noting that it is possible to explicitly specify the partition 

in which you would like the event to end up. In this case, by using the sensor id 

as the key, Kafka can place all data from a particular sensor (Narkhede, Shapira 

& Palino, 2017). 
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Before sending messages to Kafka, we need to explicitly create the topics that 

we would like to use. By doing so, we can provide the properties we want these 

topics to have. One of these properties is the number of partitions which as we 

shall see later is an important property. If these topics do not exist and we try 

to read or write data to them, they will be auto created, and default properties 

will be provided to them. These properties are not good for neither development, 

nor production. If a topic does not exist, the first read or write operation might 

fail as Kafka has to sync topic metadata across its brokers. (Bejeck, 2018) 

 

In addition to the tooling that comes along with Kafka, different programming 

languages offer clients that can be used to create Kafka topics. We can use 

tools that come along with Kafka, to create the topics needed. In this case, 

sensor.data and metrics.data as shown in figure 5-4 below. 

 

 

kafka-topics --create \ 

   --zookeeper zoo1:2181 \ 

--topic sensor.data \ 

--partitions 100 \ 

--replication-factor 1 

 

 kafka-topics --create \ 

   --zookeeper zoo1:2181 \ 

--topic metrics.data \ 

--partitions 100 \ 

--replication-factor 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Commands for creating kafka topics 
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To send data to Kafka, the gateway will create a producerRecord which holds 

the topic name, the key and the value. Figure 5-5 shows an example of a 

producerRecord used by the gateway. When the producerRecord has been 

sent, the key object and value object are serialized to ByteArrays, from the key 

provided, the partition is determined, and the event is ready to be sent over the 

network. (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 2017) 

 

Upon receiving the event, Kafka will respond with meta data of the event. If 

there are errors in sending the event, gateway will retry sending the event until 

it is successful or the number of reties are exhausted (Narkhede, Shapira & 

Palino, 2017) 

 

 

List<String> sensorList =  

        Arrays.asList("PS0111101L", "PS032N", "PS0088H4X", 

"PS04320RT323Y", "PSXX322YTR422K"); 

 

String sensorId = sensorList.get(random.nextInt(sensorList.size())); 

long timestamp = new Date().getTime(); 

double measurement = random.nextGaussian() * 0.25 + 1; 

 

Sensor sensor = new Sensor(sensorId, timestamp, measurement ); 

 

ProducerRecord<String, Sensor> record =  

        new ProducerRecord<>(INPUT_TOPIC, sensorId, sensor); 

 

producer.send(record); 
 

 

Figure 5-5  ProducerRecord that sends messages to Kafka 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6 below shows the sensor in the Kafka topic as produced by 

producerRecord. As indicated above, data belonging to a particular sensor, 

represented by key value below, always end up in a particular partition. 
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Figure 5-6 Raw Sensor data inside kafka topic 

 

 

This then brings into picture one of the main subjects of this writing, Kafka 

streaming. To achieve the results shown in figure 5-2, we will create another 

application that consumes from the sensor.data topic, and from that data, gives 

us the desire results in real time. Kafka streams API will be used to achieve this. 

 

To start developing the stream application, we will have to choose from the two 

available stream APIs provided by Kafka, i.e. low-level processor API and a 

high-level stream DSL (Bejeck, 2018).  The solution to the above problem shall 

be sought using High Level Kafka Streams DSL. We will begin by creating a 

graph topology, which, if viewed as a linked list will have a node that reads from 

the sensor topic, a couple of nodes that manipulate the data received and a 

node to write our results back to a Kafka topic. Figure 5-7 represents this 

topology. 
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Figure 5-7 Topology of the stream processing 
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To better understand how our topology works, we will go through the code line 

by line. 

 

1. We instantiate a StreamsBuilder which will hold the topology. 

2. We create the actual stream that reads data from the source topic. 

3. We create our first child node processor.  

StreamsBuilder builder = new StreamsBuilder();       1 

KStream<String, Sensor> source = builder.stream(sourceTopic);    2 

KStream<Windowed<String>, SensorMetrics> stats = source      3 

        .groupByKey()    4 

        .windowedBy(TimeWindows.of(Duration.ofSeconds(1)))      5 

        .<SensorMetrics>aggregate(() -> new SensorMetrics(), (k, v, 

SensorMetrics) -> SensorMet-rics.merge(v), Materialized.<String, 

SensorMetrics, WindowStore<Bytes, byte[]>>as("Sensor-aggregates")    6 

        .withValueSerde(new SensorMetricsSerde()))  

        .toStream()     7 

        .mapValues((Sensor) -> Sensor.computeAvgerageMesurement());    8 

stats.to(sinkTopic,Produced.keySerde( 

WindowedSerdes.timeWindowedSerdeFrom(String.class)));        9 

Topology topology = builder.build();     10 

KafkaStreams streams = new KafkaStreams(topology, props);      11 

System.out.println(topology.describe());        12 

streams.start();       13 

 

Figure 5-8 Code extract showing how the topology is built 
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4. The second child processor groups all incoming messages by their key. 

5. We create a time-window of one second. 

6. We aggregate the data. 

7. We create a stream from the aggregation. 

8. For each sensor (represented by key), we compute the measurements we 

desire. 

9. This becomes our sink processor to which we write our transformed data.  

10. We build the topology described above. 

11. Using that topology, we create our stream. 

12. We printout the topology created above which produces the output shown 

in figure 5-9. 

13. We start our stream. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topologies: 

   Sub-topology: 0 

    Source: KSTREAM-SOURCE-0000000000 (topics: [sensor.data]) 

      --> KSTREAM-AGGREGATE-0000000001 

    Processor: KSTREAM-AGGREGATE-0000000001 (stores: [Sensor-aggregates]) 

      --> KTABLE-TOSTREAM-0000000002 

      <-- KSTREAM-SOURCE-0000000000 

    Processor: KTABLE-TOSTREAM-0000000002 (stores: []) 

      --> KSTREAM-MAPVALUES-0000000003 

      <-- KSTREAM-AGGREGATE-0000000001 

    Processor: KSTREAM-MAPVALUES-0000000003 (stores: []) 

      --> KSTREAM-SINK-0000000004 

      <-- KTABLE-TOSTREAM-0000000002 

    Sink: KSTREAM-SINK-0000000004 (topic: metrics.data) 

      <-- KSTREAM-MAPVALUES-0000000003 

 

Figure 5-9 Output after describing the topology 
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By using kafka-console-consumer tool we can read messages from the 

metrics.data topic as shown in Figure 5-10 below. 

 

 

Figure 5-10 Extract of results obtained from the stream application 

 

Figure 5-11 below represent details obtained for a particular sensor. From the 

data we can deduce that in a period of one minute, sensor PS032N emitted 

1478 measurements, out of which the minimum measurement was 

0.32845127514142813, the maximum measurement was 

1.0983497884338262 and the average measurement was 

1.0028281344065684. Such summarized data can, for example, be used for 

visual representation or data analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{ 

    "topic": metrics.data, 

    "key": PS032Ni, 

    "value": { 

        "sensorId": "PS032N", 

        "mesurementsCount": 1478, 

        "sumMesurements": 1482.179982652908, 

        "minMesurements": 0.32845127514142813, 

        "maxMesurements": 1.0983497884338262, 

        "avgMesurements": 1.0028281344065684 

    }, 

    "partition": 0, 

    "offset": 11 

} 

 

Figure 5-11 Results of a single metric after aggregation 
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5.5.2  Deployment and scaling 

The final part is to see how we can use microservice architecture when it comes 

to deploying our solution. The following steps will apply to both the sensor-

simulator (gateway) application and the stream application.  

 

To begin with, we will package our applications into a docker container. In the 

root of each application, we shall create a Dockerfile that we shall use to create 

a docker container with. Figure 5-12 below shows an example of a Dockerfile 

which basically contains commands that will be used to package our application 

into a docker container.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Dockerfile above, words in capital letters represent keywords used by 

docker and they define actions to be taken. 

• FROM defines the base image on top of which the container will be built. 

Ideally base images are stripped down to a bare minimal to avoid 

packaging unnecessary packages into the docker container. 

• RUN defines an execution command that we would like to perform on 

the base image. This includes installing packages that might be needed 

by our applications. 

 

 

FROM openjdk:8u171-alpine3.7 

RUN apk --no-cache add curl 

COPY build/libs/*-all.jar stream-app.jar 

CMD java ${JAVA_OPTS} -jar hello-world.jar 

Figure 5-12 Dockerfile 
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• COPY defines actions that copy resources into the docker container. 

Such resources can be executable files, for example jar files or 

configuration files needed to run our application. 

• CMD defines the default command that will execute when the container 

starts. 

 

Once the docker containers are ready, we will use Kubernetes command line 

interface (kubectl) to create, deploy and manage the deployment. Other tools, 

such as Helm, can be used to achieve the same. (Docker, 2019) 

 

In the current setup, we have simulated a total of five sensors. In case this 

number grew to 100,000 sensors, each emitting data after every 10 

milliseconds, both our gateway and stream application might be overburdened 

in handling such a massive load. This is where we leverage the benefits 

provided by Kubernetes and Kafka.  

 

To be able to handle many sensors, we will use Kubernetes to scale our 

gateway application from one pod to the desired amount. This can be done 

manually or automatically. Kubernetes service will use round robin to load 

balance incoming traffic from the sensors to our pods. In a similar way, if we 

reduce the number of sensors deployed, meaning the traffic to our gateway 

reduces, we can scale down our gateway pods to free up resources. As 

mentioned, the logic of scaling up and down can be handled automatically by 

Kubernetes using the Horizontal Pod Autoscaler feature (Kubernetes, 2019). 

 

The same way we can scale the gateway deployment, we can scale the stream 

processing application. The only difference is that traffic to these applications 

will not go through Kubernetes service and, thus, will not be load balanced by 
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the same. As mentioned previously, Kafka provides a mechanism to load 

balance traffic to and from a topic to all instances that have subscribed to it 

using consumer groups and partitions. 

 

As stated in 4.2.2, all instances of our stream application that have subscribed 

to the sensor.data topic belong to the same consumer group. As a result, each 

of our instance in this consumer group will be assigned a partition from this 

topic, hence messages from this topic will be distributed uniformly. It is worth 

noting that the more partitions we have, the higher we can scale Kafka 

consumer instances. 

 

Currently, we have created 100 partitions for our source topic sensor.data. 

We would scale this number to 100,000 and scale our stream application to 

10 instances. Kafka parallelism, as discussed in 4.2.2, would then kick in 

assigning 10,000 partitions (sensors, in this case) to each instance. In the 

event that we reduce the number of sensors and, hence, scale down our 

stream application deployment, Kafka will re-assign the partitions to available 

consumer instances, a process called rebalance (Narkhede, Shapira & Palino, 

2017). 
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6  Conclusion 

This thesis has presented one of the leading technologies in software 

development, Streaming with Apache Kafka as well as the modern 

microservice architecture. It has gone further with a use case to show how, if 

leveraged, these two technological advancements can easily solve many of 

the software development challenges posed by the modern world. 

 

The Publish and subscribe pattern is an architecture that is well placed for the 

development of applications and systems that are not only decoupled but are 

fault tolerant and scalable. Components in this paradigm are, therefore, 

capable of being independent of each other. It is, however, worth noting that 

being fault tolerant and scalable depends on the platform that implements the 

publish and subscribe pattern. (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & Kermarrec, 

2003) 

 

The Publish and subscribe pattern not only gives us the ability to consume 

messages at will but also the possibility of building real-time data pipelines, 

something that is convenient in today’s world of machine learning and artificial 

intelligence. 

We have also seen how microservice architecture is a useful addition for 

developing and deploying scalable systems. We have discussed the 

importance of packaging our applications in containers such as Docker and 

the use of Kubernetes to orchestrate docker containers. 

 

These technologies and architecture are continually being improved mainly 

due to the contribution provided by the open source community. Their 

adoption would indeed change the landscape of software development, if they 
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have not already changed it.  
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Appendix 

Sensor model object 

package fi.abo.kamau.sensorgatewaysimulator.model; 

 

public class Sensor { 

 

    String sensorId; 

    long timestamp; 

    double measurement; 

 

    public Sensor(String sensorId, long timestamp, double measurement) { 

        this.sensorId = sensorId; 

        this.timestamp = timestamp; 

        this.measurement = measurement; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String toString() { 

        return "Sensor{" + 

                "sensorId='" + sensorId + '\'' + 

                ", timestamp=" + timestamp + 

                ", measurement=" + measurement + 

                '}'; 

    } 

} 
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Sensor Data Simulator (gateway) 

 
package fi.abo.kamau.sensorgatewaysimulator; 

 

 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorgatewaysimulator.model.Sensor; 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorgatewaysimulator.serde.JsonSerializer; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.producer.KafkaProducer; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.producer.ProducerConfig; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.producer.ProducerRecord; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.producer.RecordMetadata; 

 

import java.util.*; 

 

 

class SensorDataGenerator { 

 

    private KafkaProducer<String, Sensor> producer = null; 

 

    void generateData(String servers, String inputTopic, String appId) throws 

Exception { 

 

        JsonSerializer<Sensor> sensorJsonSerializer = new JsonSerializer<>(); 

 

        Properties props = new Properties(); 

        props.put(ProducerConfig.BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS_CONFIG, servers); 

        props.put(ProducerConfig.CLIENT_ID_CONFIG, appId); 

        props.put(ProducerConfig.KEY_SERIALIZER_CLASS_CONFIG, 

"org.apache.kafka.common.serialization.StringSerializer"); 

        props.put(ProducerConfig.VALUE_SERIALIZER_CLASS_CONFIG, 

sensorJsonSerializer.getClass().getName()); 

 

 

        Runtime.getRuntime().addShutdownHook(new Thread() { 

            public void run() { 

                System.out.println("Shutting Down"); 

                if (producer != null) 

                    producer.close(); 

            } 

        }); 
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        producer = new KafkaProducer<>(props); 

 

        Random random = new Random(); 

 

        while (true){ 

 

            List<String> sensorList = 

                    Arrays.asList("PS0111101L", "PS032N", "PS0088H4X", 

"PS04320RT323Y", "PSXX322YTR422K"); 

 

            String sensorId = sensorList.get(random.nextInt(sensorList.size())); 

            long timestamp = new Date().getTime(); 

            double measurement = random.nextGaussian() * 0.25 + 1; 

 

            Sensor sensor = new Sensor(sensorId, timestamp, measurement ); 

 

            ProducerRecord<String, Sensor> record = 

                    new ProducerRecord<>(inputTopic, sensorId, sensor); 

            producer.send(record); 

 

            producer.send(record, (RecordMetadata r, Exception e) -> { 

                if (e != null) 

                    e.printStackTrace(); 

            }); 

 

            Thread.sleep(10); 

        } 

 

    } 

 

} 
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Sensor-metric object model 

package fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp.model; 

 

public class SensorMetrics { 

 

    private String sensorId; 

    private int mesurementsCount; 

    private double sumMesurements; 

    private double minMesurements; 

    private double maxMesurements; 

 

    private double avgMesurements; 

 

    public SensorMetrics merge(Sensor sensor) { 

        this.sensorId = sensor.sensorId; 

 

        if (mesurementsCount == 0) 

            this.minMesurements = sensor.measurement; 

            this.maxMesurements = sensor.measurement; 

 

        this.mesurementsCount = this.mesurementsCount + 1; 

        this.sumMesurements = this.sumMesurements + sensor.measurement; 

        this.minMesurements = this.minMesurements < sensor.measurement ? 

this.minMesurements : sensor.measurement; 

        this.maxMesurements = this.maxMesurements > sensor.measurement ? 

this.maxMesurements : sensor.measurement; 

 

        return this; 

    } 

 

    public SensorMetrics computeAvgerageMesurement() { 

        this.avgMesurements = this.sumMesurements / this.mesurementsCount; 

        return this; 

    } 

} 
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Stream-processing 

package fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp; 

 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp.model.Sensor; 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp.model.SensorMetrics; 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp.serde.JsonDeserializer; 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp.serde.JsonSerializer; 

import fi.abo.kamau.sensorstreamapp.serde.WrapperSerde; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.admin.AdminClient; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.admin.DescribeClusterResult; 

import org.apache.kafka.clients.consumer.ConsumerConfig; 

import org.apache.kafka.common.serialization.Serdes; 

import org.apache.kafka.common.utils.Bytes; 

import org.apache.kafka.streams.KafkaStreams; 

import org.apache.kafka.streams.StreamsBuilder; 

import org.apache.kafka.streams.StreamsConfig; 

import org.apache.kafka.streams.Topology; 

import org.apache.kafka.streams.kstream.*; 

import org.apache.kafka.streams.state.WindowStore; 

import org.springframework.beans.factory.annotation.Value; 

import org.springframework.stereotype.Component; 

 

import javax.annotation.PostConstruct; 

import java.time.Duration; 

import java.util.Properties; 

import java.util.concurrent.ExecutionException; 

 

@Component 

class SensorMetricProducer { 

 

    @Value("${kafka.bootstrap-url}") 

    private String servers; 

 

    @Value("${kafka.app-id}") 

    private String appId; 

 

    @Value("${kafka.sink-topic}") 

    private String sinkTopic; 

 

    @Value("${kafka.source-topic}") 

    private String sourceTopic; 

 

 

    private void processStream() throws ExecutionException, InterruptedException { 

 

        Properties props = new Properties(); 
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        props.put(StreamsConfig.BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS_CONFIG, servers); 

        props.put(StreamsConfig.APPLICATION_ID_CONFIG, appId); 

        props.put(StreamsConfig.DEFAULT_KEY_SERDE_CLASS_CONFIG, 

Serdes.String().getClass().getName()); 

        props.put(StreamsConfig.DEFAULT_VALUE_SERDE_CLASS_CONFIG, 

SensorMetricProducer.SensorSerde.class.getName()); 

        props.put(ConsumerConfig.AUTO_OFFSET_RESET_CONFIG, "earliest"); 

 

 

        DescribeClusterResult dcr = AdminClient.create(props).describeCluster(); 

        int clusterSize = dcr.nodes().get().size(); 

 

        if (clusterSize > 1) 

            props.put("replication.factor", clusterSize); 

 

        StreamsBuilder builder = new StreamsBuilder(); 

 

        KStream<String, Sensor> source = builder.stream(sourceTopic); // <1> 

 

        KStream<Windowed<String>, SensorMetrics> stats = source 

                .groupByKey() 

                .windowedBy(TimeWindows.of(Duration.ofMinutes(1))) 

                .<SensorMetrics>aggregate(() -> new SensorMetrics(), (k, v, 

SensorMetrics) -> SensorMetrics.merge(v), 

                        Materialized.<String, SensorMetrics, WindowStore<Bytes, 

byte[]>>as("Sensor-aggregates") 

                                .withValueSerde(new SensorMetricsSerde())) 

                .toStream() 

                .mapValues((Sensor) -> Sensor.computeAvgerageMesurement()); 

 

        stats.to(sinkTopic, 

Produced.keySerde(WindowedSerdes.timeWindowedSerdeFrom(String.class))); 

 

        Topology topology = builder.build(); 

 

        KafkaStreams streams = new KafkaStreams(topology, props); 

 

        System.out.println(topology.describe()); 

 

        streams.cleanUp(); 

 

        streams.start(); 

 

        Runtime.getRuntime().addShutdownHook(new Thread(streams::close)); 

 

    } 
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    static public final class SensorSerde extends WrapperSerde<Sensor> { 

        public SensorSerde() { 

            super(new JsonSerializer<Sensor>(), new 

JsonDeserializer<Sensor>(Sensor.class)); 

        } 

    } 

 

    static public final class SensorMetricsSerde extends 

WrapperSerde<SensorMetrics> { 

        SensorMetricsSerde() { 

            super(new JsonSerializer<SensorMetrics>(), new 

JsonDeserializer<SensorMetrics>(SensorMetrics.class)); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @PostConstruct 

    void init() throws ExecutionException, InterruptedException { 

        this.processStream(); 

 

    } 

 

} 

 


